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My invention relates to garments. 

5 Claims. ( 

It has among its objects to provide an im 
proved reversible garment which is of very light 
weight while also warm and wind and water 
proof. A further object of my invention is to 
provide such an improved garment which, by“ 
reason of its improved construction, is adapted 
to use under circumstances not heretofore pos 
sible without discomfort due to the excessive 
weight of reversible garments heretofore used. 
Still another object of my invention is to pro- " ' 
vide such an improved garment which is ex 
ceedingly attractive in appearance and which is 
adapted to be widely used and inexpensively pro 
duced. These and other objects and advantages 
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of my improved construction will, however, here- ' 
inafter more fully appear. 
In the accompanying drawing, I have shown 

for purposes of illustration one embodiment 
which my invention may assume in practice. 

In this drawing: ' 
Figure 1 is a front view of a jacket constructed 

in accordance with my invention, the same be 
ing shown with the wind and waterproof portion 
thereof on the outside, and 
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Fig. 2 is a like view showing the garment re- ‘ 

versed with the knitted woolen portion on the 
outside, the slide fastener being shown partially 
open to facilitate illustration. 7 
In this illustrative construction, I have shown 

my improved reversible jacket, generally indi 
cated at l, as having a wind and waterproof body 
and arms portion, indicated generally at 2, 
forming one face of the garment, and a knitted 
wool body and arms portion, indicated generally 
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at 3, forming the other face thereof and united ' 
to portion 2 in an improved manner, as herein 
after described. 

Referring to the portion 2', it will be noted that 
the same is formed of a single thickness of light 
cotton fabric suitably treated in such manner as 
to make the same wind and waterproof. While 
other materials may be used, I preferably use 
such fabric having a so-called Zelan or Aridex 
?nish. In this illustrative construction, it will 
be noted that this portion 2 has its body 2a suit 
ably united at the neck, as by sewing, to a folded 
over or rolled neck portion 3a on the portion 3, 
while this body portion 2a is also preferably short 
and similarly connected, as by sewing, at its 
lower end to a waist band 32) on the knitted por 
tion 3. Similarly, the arms 20 of the portion 2 
are short and suitably connected, as by sew 
ing, to knitted wrist portions 30 on the portion 
3. As shown herein, suitable pockets 2d are also 
provided within the portion 2a disposed inside 
the latter and between the same and the portion 
3. Further, the portion 2 is preferably, as here 
in, formed of several sewed together pieces with 
the seams on the inside, as shown in Figure l. 
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The portion 3 is herein, as preferably, formed. ‘ 1 

01. 2-40) ' 

of half knit woolen, either of ?at knit or ?eece 
knit, throughout the body and arms portion 
thereof. Further, the neck band 3a, the waist 
band portion 3b and the wrist portions 30 thereof 
are, as preferably, double knit, and of these por 
tions, the portions 3b and 3c are formed of elas 
tic ribbed knitting. Suitable pockets, generally 
indicated at 3d, are also provided in this portion 3 
and disposed inside this portion and between 
the latter and the portion 2a, while the portion 3 
is also preferably formed in several parts with 
its seams inside this portion, as shown in Figure 2. 
Attention here is also directed to the fact that 

the portion 2 is also preferably only connected 
to the portion 3>around the base of and inside 
the elastic knitted portion 3a thereof, as indi 
cated at 3e, at the band 31), as indicated at 3)‘, 
and at the wrist portions 30, as indicated at 3g. 
Herein, the sewed connection 36 extends clear 
across the garment at the top and the sewed con 
nection 31 extends clear across the same at the 
bottom, while, of course, the sewed connection 3g 
extends clear around each of the wrist portions. 
Thus, the whole portion 2, apart from these sewed 
connections and a like sewed connection along 
the edges ofa front slide fastener connection 4, 
is entirely separate from the portion 3 so that 
these two portions form complete elements free 
to move relative to one another, i. e. without 
other sewed connections to each other as, for ex 
ample, around the armpit. Also, it will be ob 
served that each of the portions 2 and 3 having 
its seams enclosed between these portions, a re 
versible garment which is ?nished on each face, 
is provided. 
'As a result of my improved construction, it is 

made possible to produce an exceedingly attrac 
tive, light reversible garment which, at the same 
time that it is warm, is both wind and water 
proof. Thus, the use of knit material for the 
portion 3 makes it possible to utilize the elastic 
characteristic of such material. As a result, it 
is possible for this knitted portion 3 to expand 
as necessary when used as the outer body en 
closing portion while still snugly conforming to 
the body without binding when used in either re 
lation. Thus, for example, it is made possible, in 
accordance with usual sweater practice, to obtain 
greater lateral elasticity in such manner as to 
obtain a snug and comfortable ?t while also ob 
taining the more limited longitudinal elasticity 
usual in sweaters. With this light weight knitted 
portion 3 and the light weight Woven portion 2, 
it is also made possible to produce a garment 
which enables the advantages of a light weight 
wind and rainproof jacket to be obtained, while 
at the same time obtaining the advantages of a 
light weight sweater which snugly ?ts the body 
in its inner position and in its outer position 
expands as necessary to conform to the body and 
produce a comfortable ?t, all while eliminating 
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the bulk and loose ?t heretofore characteristic 
of reversible garments. The provision of half 
knit portion 3 also materially reduces the weight 
while the use of knit material also makes avail 
able the warmth due to the air pockets, 
and the porous characteristic of knitted ma 
terial, herein wool, further warmth also be 
ing obtainable as a result of air insulation pro- ' 
vided between the two light weight portions 2 
and 3. The portion 2, on the other hand, further 
adds to the warmth by preventing the entry of 
wind, while, also due to its ?nish, acting to shed 
water. At the same time, the use of the double 
knit neck, wrist and band portions and the con 
nections of the inner edges thereof to the por 
tions 2 and 3, enables a garment to be produced 
which is adapted to Withstand wear and have the 
desired elastic characteristics, while presenting 
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an attractive appearance, these portions also < 
usually being of a color contrasting with that 
of the portion 2. In the process of manufac 
ture, it is also possible for the portions 2 and 3 
to be separately made complete and then sewed 
together at 3e, 3]‘, 3g, and 4, all in such manner , 
as to permit the completed garment to be pro 
duced at very moderate cost. _ 

In addition to the above advantages, it will be 
noted that a reversible garment including my 
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improved knit garment component is markedly : 
more warm than a garment having a woven com 
ponent of the same weight, while obtaining 
markedly greater comfort, due to the ability of 
the knit material to conform and cling to the 
body, as distinguished from the bulkiness and 
discomfort experienced when using a woven fab 
ric of corresponding warmth and Weight. My 
improved knit component further makes it pos 
sible to minimize the wrinkled appearance here 
tofore characteristic of reversible garments im 
mediately following reversal, while, as a result 
of the tendency of this new knit component to 
cling to the, body, the previous tendency for 
whatever garment is on the inside to hang down 
below the outside garment, is also eliminated. As 
a result of the use of the knit component, it is 
also made possible for the latter to be of a smaller 
size than the outer component, in such manner 
as thereby to reduce the amount of the knit ma 
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elastic material, and either of said garments be 
ing at will disposable within the other in reversed 
relations of said reversible garment, the said 
garments having seams securing the same to 
gcther along certain marginal portions thereof 
and being free from connection at regions ad 
jacent the junctions of said body and limb en 
closing portions to permit relative movement be 
tween the inner and outer garments in said re 
gions. 

2. A reversible jacket including inner and outer 
jackets secured together one within the other, 
each having trunk and arm enclosing portions, 
and each jacket being reversely disposed with re 
spect to the other and one jacket being of elastic 
material and the other of relatively non-elastic 
material, and either of said jackets being at 
will disposable within the other in reversed re 
lations of said reversible jacket, said jackets hav 
ing seams securing the same together along cer 
tain marginal portions thereof and being free 
from connection at regions adjacent the junc 
tions of said trunk and arm enclosing portions 
to permit relative movement between the inner 
and outer jackets in said regions. 

3. A reversible garment including inner and 
outer garments secured together one within the 
other, each having body and limb enclosing por 
tions, and each garment being reversely disposed 
with respect to the other and one garment being 
of elastic material and comprising a light weight 
porous knit fabric having warmth retaining air 
pockets therein, and the other of relatively non 
elastic material comprising a light weight close 
ly woven fabric, and. either of said garments 
being at will disposable within the other in re 
versed relations of said reversible garment, the 
said garments having seams securing the same 
together along certain marginal portions thereof 
and being free from connection at regions adja 
cent the junctions of said body and limb en 
closing portions to permit relative movement be 
tween the inner and outer garments in said re 
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terial required, while likewise, due [to the use . 
of the new knit component, it is also possible 
for the garment to be manufactured and stocked 
in a smaller number of sizes while still insuring 
a satisfactory ?t for all wearers. 
While illustrated in connection with a jacket, 

it will be understood that certain of the features 
of my improved garment may, if desired, be em 
bodied in full length garments as, for example, 
in full length ski suits. Further, the features 
thereof may also be applied to the jackets for 
such suits and also to the trousers portion there 
of, if desired. 
While I have herein shown one embodiment of 

my invention, it will be understood that the same 
has been shown for purposes of illustration, and 
that my invention may be modi?ed and embodied 
in other forms without departing from its spirit 
or the scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent is: 
1. A reversible garment including inner and 

outer garments secured together one within the 
other, each having body and limb enclosing por 
tions, and each garment being reversely disposed 
with respect to the other and one garment being 
of elastic material and the other of relatively non 
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4. A reversible garment including inner and 
outer garments secured together one within the 
other, each having body and limb enclosing por 
tions, and each garment being reversely dis 
posed with respect to the other and one garment 
being of elastic material and comprising a light 
weight porous knit fabric having warmth retain 
ing air pockets therein, and the other of rela 
tively non-elastic material comprising a light 
weight closely woven fabric, and either of said 
garments , being at will disposable within the 
other in reversed relations of said reversible gar 
ment, the said garments having seams securing 
the same together along certain marginal por 
tions thereof. 

5. A reversible jacket including inner and out 
er jackets secured together one within the other, 
each having trunk and arm enclosing portions, 
and each jacket being reversely disposed with 
respect to the other and one jacket being of 
elastic material and comprising a light weight 
porous knit fabric having warmth retaining air 
pockets therein, and the other of relatively non 
elastic material comprising a light weight closely 
woven fabric, and either of said jackets being at 
will disposable within the other in reversed re 
lations of said reversible jacket, said jackets hav 
ing seams securing the same together along cer 
tain marginal portions thereof. 

NATHAN M. ROSENSTEIN. 


